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CHAIRMAN’S
CORNER

Dear Edgemead residents
I hope you all have your
warm Winter woollies
out! It is unfortunately
not the wet winter that
we had hoped for, but
winter is still delivering her cold punch!
Not everyone is able to afford water tanks
to catch the bit of rain that is falling. Others
do not have the space to install huge tanks.
It is, however, encouraging to see how
everyone in our community makes a plan
to save water - the drought has brought our
community closer together. Just walk into
any shop where people are buying water,
or the plumbing section of a hardware
store, and you can start up a conversation
with total stranger who is more than eager
to share with you what their household is
doing to save water!
The cold weather may be tempting us to
stand under the shower just a few seconds
longer but, under level 4B water restrictions,
those few seconds may quickly push you
over the daily limit of 87 litres per person.
The water issue may be one of the bigger
worries but, as a committee, we have also
been focusing on other issues. We are all
aware of ACSA’s plan for the Proposed
Runway Re-Alignment and Associated
Infrastructure at Cape Town International
Airport. In line with an online and public
community survey and requests from
members of the public, the Edgemead
Residents Association lodged an official
appeal against the project with Mr Ziyaad
Hassam, Director: Appeals and Legal Review,
Department of Environmental Affairs. The
appeal was submitted on the 13th July 2017.
A strict process was followed as prescribed
to us by the Department of Environmental
Affairs when we mailed them our notification
of intent to appeal on 9 June 2017. ACSA and
the Department of Environmental Affairs
now have until 11 August 2017 to respond
to our appeal.
On another rather unfortunate note, there
appears to an increase in the theft of motor
vehicles as well as car wheels in the past
month. Mark Richards from our Edgemead
Neighbourhood Watch actively encourages
residents to form street WhatsApp groups,
whether they are ENW members or not.
These groups are extremely important for
conveying information on suspicious persons.
There are fortunately steps that have
been put into place to catch these criminals,
and you can read more about this in Emile’s
update on the LPR project.
Till next time; and remember every drop
counts!

DREAM CAR OF THE FUTURE

Liam Sayer at Edgemead Primary School in Grade
6, entered the Toyota Dream Car and has been
selected out of 830 000 children worldwide as
one of 30 children to attend the awards. To enter,
Liam had to draw his dream car of the future. He
drew the “Aqua Transporter”, inspired by the recent
water shortage in the Cape Region.

Liam can be voted for at https://www.
toyota-dreamcarart.com/vote/

FIX-IT

ELECTRONIC
WORKSHOP

MICROWAVE’S ♦ DVD’S ♦ TV’S
BEN & MARGARET
021 558 8892 OR 021 801 0159
Shop 90A Monte Vista Boulevard
(next to Video 2000)

July has come and gone
and we’ve received only
approximately half of the
usual amount of rain by
this time of the year. So
the drought continues
unabated – see the special
report in this issue on the water crisis.
With level 4B water restrictions in place,
residents are encouraged to use less than
87 litres of water per person per day. By my
calculations, myself and my family of four
have managed to bring our water usage
down to below 60l per person per day for
the past 30 days. This is not a brag, it is a
fact, and maybe a challenge. It hasn’t meant
many earth shattering changes for our lives
– just shallower baths (much shallower) and
flushing the toilet with greywater, and other
little things. It is quite surprising how much
we have managed to save, and how much
we still can, and how much greywater we
would otherwise have merrily flushed away
with no thought at all.
The United Nations estimates that the
average person needs 50 litres per person
per day, for a good standard of living, based
on the following breakdown:
lpppd = litres per
person per day

Minimum for drinking:
5 lpppd
Basic sanitation:
20 lpppd
Basic bathing:
15 lpppd
Basic food preparation:
10 lpppd
TOTAL:
50 lpppd
So I use 30% more water than what
the United Nations deems the absolute
minimum, which is pretty good going for
one, but also puts into perspective the
abject poverty in which many people live
(around 40% of the world’s population, by
one UN study, do not have access to the
minimum 50 litres of water).
Dealing with something that once was
taken for granted but is now in critical
shortage has opened my eyes to how
wasteful modern life is, and how much
more streamlined it can be. Not just water,
but petrol, electricity, time, love and peace.
In times of plenty, we use what we have
inefficiently because we take it for granted.
It requires constant vigilance to remind
ourselves of how fortunate we are.

Peter Bates

Marius Reitz

Chairman, Edgemead Residents’ Association
Email: edgemead.ra@gmail.com
Cover Picture:
1st Edgemead Air Scouts and Cubs
cleaning up the beach.
Photo supplied
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BUMPER ‘FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY’ CRAFT MARKET

With a wonderful turnover, it was a most successful and gilets.
mini Winter Craft Market. Not only wonderful for the There’s always something for everyone at the
crafters, whose mostly home- or handmade wares Friends’ mini Craft Markets: The next one in November
were so attractive and sold so well, but especially for all – just in time for some Christmas shopping!
the library patrons, because the percentage of takings
withheld by the ‘Friends’ will buy lots of new books for
us all to read. The Friends are all volunteers who gladly
spend time, for no reward, doing whatever will raise
extra funds or benefit the library in some way.
Amongst the delicious goodies on offer were cakes,
sweets, and a wide assortment of biscuits and rusks.
There was some beautiful jewellery, and a variety of
lovely handmade greeting cards – something for every
occasion. Being mid-winter, there were also a lot of
knitted scarves and beanies and children’s jerseys, but by
far the most popular items were the polar fleece jackets

BOTHASIG & EDGEMEAD LPR PROJECT FEEDBACK
Emile Coetzee

I’d like to start with a hearty “Thank you!” to the members of the
community and local business who have supported us thus far. Your
financial contributions, positive comments of support on social media
and personal feedback at Neighbourhood Watch meetings are greatly
appreciated.
In the January edition of the Edgemead News we announced our first
live site. I can proudly announce that we now have six live sites. We’ve
been fortunate in that the technology has advanced to such an extent that
the cost per site has been reduced. This has allowed us to do more than
we initially anticipated. We have now just about exhausted our funds save

for a small reserve for ongoing connectivity and emergency maintenance.
One of the questions that we are asked from time to time is: what
is the measurable success of the system? It was difficult to answer
this in the early stages with only one or two sites but, now that our
coverage has expanded, we can confidently say the impact has been
positive. While we cannot go into specifics regarding ongoing cases,
arrests have been made thanks to our community LPR cameras. This
additional visibility has allowed the Watches to guide their patrollers
more accurately when on the lookout for suspects, ultimately enabling
SAPS to secure the arrests.
I’d always expected that there would be some fence
sitters who’d want to wait and see, but I believe we’ve
proved that we can get the job done. So, other than
financial constraints, what excuses remain for not wanting
to assist your community? We’ve always stated that
we’ll accept any amount big or small. If you are unable
to contribute financially there are other ways you can
assist. Our Watches can always use additional patrollers
or people who can assist with administrative tasks. Give
them a ring to find out how you can help. This is first
and foremost a community initiative to improve safety
and security for everyone, so it’s important that we all
contribute in some shape or form.
That being said, here are the current contributions
statistics: 398 of the 7400 households that comprise
Bothasig and Edgemead have contributed an amazing
R155 000. Contributions from local business unfortunately
MENTORSHIP for High School Learners (or those approaching High School)
have been very poor in the last six months. I urge you
ASSESSMENT for Subject Choice in Grade 9
all to spread the word: speak to your friends, family,
ASSESSMENT for Grade 10 -- did I make the right Subject Choice
neighbours and local businesses. Imagine if even just
TERTIARY EDUCATION assessment for Grade 11 and 12
1000 more households contributed R300, we could build
-- What are my TOP 3 careers
about 8 to 10 additional sites. We can only grow this
ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE IF YOU BELIEVE IT IS and you apply yourself !!
system with community assistance and we desperately
www.synergy-coaching.co.za
need more contributions.
082 9512514 -- trudie@synergy-coaching.co.za
Lastly: we will be holding an LPR public meeting on
Wednesday 2 August, 19:00 at Tafelberg Primary School,
Swellengrebel Ave in Bothasig. We urge everyone to
attend.
For more regular updates please find us on Facebook by
searching for: “Bothasig & Edgemead LPR Project”

Banking details for contributions:
Bank: Standard Bank
Name of account: LPR
Account number: 073684791
Type of account: Business Savings Account
Branch Name: Parow Centre
Branch Code: 031110
Reference: Your Business, Name or Home Address
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IST EDGEMEAD AIR SCOUTS AND CUBS

1st Edgemead Air Scouts and cubs had an exciting 2nd term
this year. The cubs program took a stand against bullying as
part of our National Challenge for cubs and we enjoyed having
psychologist Sharon Melrose talk to our cubs on how our words
can hurt someone on the inside & results in the outside of the
person that was hurt to act ugly. The scouts enjoyed outings to
the Killarney Race Track and the Goodwood Fire Department &
a combined troop meeting with Tableview Scouts where they
made torches.
Two highlights of the term were the Beach Hike from Milnerton
Lighthouse on 25 June 2017 and the end of term combined
meeting where the cubs and scouts enjoyed an Afrikaans
evening and made their own Stokbrood and wors rolls.
On the beach hike, the cubs and scouts had lots of fun
learning by doing things like - observations by sight and hearing,
collecting natural materials and making sandcastles using the
natural materials found, following a compass trail, laying and
following woodcraft trails, causes and solutions to pollution,
conservation and the importance of conserving our natural
resources, the outdoor code, what to take on a day hike, how
to avoid sunburn and heat exhaustion, distress signals and
how to avoid getting lost in the outdoors. On our way back
from the hike, our cubs & scouts collected litter on the beach
and were horrified at the amount of plastic that they picked
up that is so harmful to our environment. Even with all the
bags of litter we collected, it seemed like we had hardly made
a dent in the amount of litter still left on the beach and so the
importance of recycling our rubbish was clearly illustrated to
all, so that we don’t add to the pollution that is so harmful to
our environment.
We are looking forward to an exciting 3rd term where our
cubs and scouts have another fun packed program to enjoy!

TIME FOR A CLEANUP!
As proud residents of Edgemead the ERA committee would like to invite
you to take part in a Neighbourhood Cleanup. On Saturday, 19 August at
9:00 we will assemble for 60 minutes to neaten up our beloved suburb,
meet members of the community and make a difference. We propose
to tackle one of the entrances to Edgemead: either the area alongside
the fence on Montague Road up to the Letchworth Drive (bowls club)
circle; or the corner of Edgemead Drive and Bosmansdam Road. We value
your opinion and invite you to vote for one of these areas or nominate
an area you think deserves to be the focus of our attention. Visit the ERA
Facebook page and cast a vote in the ‘Neighbourhood Cleanup’ poll. And
let us know if you’ll be joining us by responding to our event invitation.
The decided location and more details on the cleanup will be published
on the ERA Facebook page and on the pages of our valued community
backers, the Edgemead Group and the Edgemead Neighbourhood
Watch, in the week before the event. We look forward to meeting you
and making memories!
Proudly Edgemead - the ERA Committee
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COUNCILLOR’S
REPORT

off street parking capability and most
importantly size, as the area needs to large
enough to accommodate the free running
for large dogs as well as for small dogs. The
site allocated for the Dog Park will be the vast
open field on Adam Tas Avenue in Bothasig,
next to Bosmansdam High School. This area
will be fenced off in the coming months
with an access gate as well as a service gate.
There will also be a demarcated area for
smaller dogs. We will be putting in pathways
and lighting and down the line we will look
at installing play equipment for smaller
children in the smaller area demarcated for
small dogs. There will be dedicated “poop”
bins which we will service and there will also
be water troughs but dog owners would
need to bring their own water. I am looking
at various upgrades to this Dog Park over a
few financial years and I am really excited to
see this come to fruition in the Ward.

Dear Residents,
I am pleased to report
that many outstanding
tree cutting requests were
attended to last month
that greatly assisted when we experienced the
heavy stormy weather. The departments were
sorting out the trees as well as the drains which
resulted in minimal to no flooding. I would like
to appeal to residents to keep the area in front
of their houses clean of leaves and debris as
this assists as greatly with keeping the drains
clear. The City brought in the “Adopt-A-Spot”
many, many years ago which is aimed at
keeping our area in front of our own house
clean and tidy. I have also noticed a problem
on a number of corners where residents have
planted trees or shrubs and these are now
getting out of hand and obstruct vision on the Helen Carstens
corner for motorists. If these are not municipal
Ward 5 Councillor
shrubs, then the resident is responsible to trim
them and the ones I have noticed don’t seem
to be too much of a problem to quickly trim.
I would like to emphasize the Know Your
Street Campaign. This is an ideal way to take
charge of our community and stand together.
Create a WhatsApp group in your street where
you can notify each other of anything you feel
is suspicious and then one person in the street
is responsible to feed that info through to SAPS
and the Neighbourhood Watch. The idea is
that you look up and down your road and see
if everything is as you would like it to be – if
there is a pothole, a street light out etc, report
it. Think how safe and clean our suburb could
be if each of us in every street did this. It really
can make a difference and it does not mean
anyone has to be a busy body, but that one
merely looks out for themselves, and thereby
the whole neighbourhood.
I am happy to report that after many site
visits and much decision-making we have
finally allocated a site for a dedicated Dog
Park. We looked at many aspects including

SURGERY
Dr J. KIRKBY
Dr G. COUPLAND
Dr R. HACKING
Dr N. FOURIE
EDGEMEAD
SHOPPING CENTRE
(NEXT TO GARDEN CITIES)

Tel: 021 558 1011
After Hours: 021 712 6699
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WHAT’S ON AT EDGEMEAD
SENIORS CLUB
July has been a busy month for the seniors. We had
our “Christmas in July” lunch on Tuesday 11th July.
There were three days of preparation to make it a
memorable meal. Next is “67 Minutes for Mandela”.
The club knitters have been busy knitting beanies
and scarves and helped Edgemead Primary with their
project, but have also been busy with beanies, jerseys,
scarves and jackets etc. for the Red Cross Children’s
Hospital and Camphill Village Home for intellectually
challenged adults. We also gave Camphill a donation
of toiletries.
We were challenged to help keep Edgemead cleaned
up, but have not yet been given a specific task. We have
been quite happy to make sure the area around the
Club is kept clean - after the recent storms we swept
around the walkways and picked up broken branches
before the Municipality arrived. We often empty the
green Zibi bins between the Club and the parking
area. Naughty neighbours, please do not empty your
household rubbish into these bins, that’s not what
they are there for! We are watching you!
Kind regards
Dianne Newcombe
Secretary

BASED AT CENTURY CITY
VIRGIN ACTIVE
Come get your
Vitality Fitness Assessment or
Momentum Multiply
Fitness Assessment
done this month
Based at Century City Virgin Active,
non-members are welcome
to see me for Rehabilitation,
Conditioning, chronic disease
management & fitness assessments

MAKING USE OF THE CITY OF CAPE TOWN’S LAW
ENFORCEMENT DEPARTMENT
The City of Cape Town’s Law Enforcement and Security Department is there to
enforce compliance with the City’s by-laws within the Cape Town metropolitan
area, thereby ensuring a better quality of life for all residents. The department’s
Peace Officers can deal with the following types of offences:
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

Excessive noise like barking dogs or other types of noise;
Vagrants
Illegal informal trading
Illegal parking
Illegal dumping
Illegal building
Alcohol related offences

As part of the Ward 5 (Edgemead and Bothasig) budget there is money allocated
to what is called ‘Rent-a-Cop’. This portion of the budget is allocated by the
City with the understanding that it pays for a dedicated Peace Officer only.
The Peace Officer is tasked with ensuring compliance with the City’s by-laws
within the Ward 5 boundary. This Peace Officer is based at the Blaauwberg Law
Enforcement office but spends every weekday in a vehicle with a colleague
who is dedicated to Ward 1 (Monte Vista, Panorama, Welgelegen, Plattekloof,
Richwood) within either Ward 5 or Ward 1, to enable them to respond quickly
to reported offences within these suburbs. Each morning the two officers
travel from the Blaauwberg office in a vehicle and spend the day somewhere
within these two wards. Their normal working hours are 08:00 - 16:30, but
they also work flexi-hours if they need to see residents who work.
So, as a resident of Edgemead, if you come
across and want to report by-law related
offences such as the above, you can either
contact the Law Enforcement Control Centre
at N1 City on (021) 596-1999 or the general
Emergency toll free number (107 from a
landline and 112 from a cell phone) to report
the offence. These officers in the area will
then be contacted and will deal with the
matter.

Grant Whaits 082 889 9326
grantthebio@gmail.com
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BOOK REVIEWS by Pam Gillbee
THE CURIOUS CHARMS OF ARTHUR PEPPER
by Phaedra Patrick
Since Miriam, his wife of 40 years, died a year
ago, 69-year-old Arthur Pepper stopped living; he
merely exists, until he finds a gold charm bracelet
he’d never seen before tucked inside one of her
shoes. The first of the bracelet’s eight charms is
a bejewelled elephant inscribed with a phone
number. He calls it and is shocked to learn that
Miriam once lived in India. He sets about exploring
the other charms — including a tiger, a locket and
a thimble — which take him from Yorkshire to a
manor house in Bath, to London and Paris. While
unravelling Miriam’s past, Arthur realizes that his
outward journey is also a journey within and in a
comically heart-warming fashion he attempts to
embrace the unknown while slowly discovering
his positive impact on others. This is a sweet story
as a new Arthur Pepper emerges.

Less 50%
on all Silver
Up to 20% less
on Gold
July birthstone - Ruby
August birthstone - Peridot

23 Edgemead Village Centre
Monday to Friday: 9am till 6pm, Saturday: 9am till 2pm
Email: sbaldinger@mweb.co.za
Like us on facebook
Phone:021 559 6006

PARIS FOR ONE and OTHER STORIES
by Jojo Moyes
This is a vibrant collection containing one novella
and eight short stories. In the title novella, “Paris
for One,” Nell has uncharacteristically splurged on a romantic weekend
getaway to Paris for herself and her boyfriend. He fails to arrive and Nell - a
micro-manager who is known to make pro-and-con lists before deciding
what sandwich to eat - finds herself suddenly alone in a foreign country. In
the face of rejection and adversity, Nell begins to learn exactly who she is
and what she is capable of. Other stories include a jewellery-store robbery
with an amorous twist, the tale of a middle-aged woman who spends a
day literally in someone else’s shoes, and a Christmas shopping frenzy that
reveals to a harried wife what is really important in life. Bold, humorous
and genuine, the stories in this collection are classic Moyes and will appeal
to fans of her novels and newcomers alike.

EDGEMEAD PRE-PRIMARY 40TH ANNIVERSARY
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EDGEMEAD LIBRARY NEWS

By Lorraine Mathewson
Every Thursday from 10:00 to 13:00 : Colouring writers in the art of
in for adults
writing on every 2nd
27th July: Colouring in for adults combined Wednesday morning.
with a Christmas in July tea morning
You can also become
Lorraine’s book club on the 1st Tuesday part of the “Friends
morning of every month @ 10. On the 1st of of the Edgemead/
August we are going to discuss biographies.
Monte Vista library”.
Joanna’s book club meets once a month on “Like” us on facebook.
a Saturday morning @ 10. The 19th of August The “Friends” host
they will be discussing Asian authors.
craft markets and art
On the 31st of August the library will host exhibitions as well as
a Women’s Day breakfast, we will have a bi-monthly car boot
published author as a guest speaker, and sales. There are always
Afrikoa will come and delight us with a talk local crafts and sweets
by Antonini Allegra on chocolate making… for sale in our regular
mmmm…it’s going to be delightful. Tickets “craft cupboards. As a
will be available soon. We are also going to staff we wish to thank the Committee of the
celebrate the start of Spring, so come in your Friends who allocate funds for extra dvd’s and
own designer spring hat! There will be prizes best sellers!
as well as lucky draws!
If you are not a member of the Edgemead
Lorraine also started mentoring prospective library, you are missing out big time. Gone are

the days of dowdy boring libraries. We can
guarantee you good books and a vibrant place
to meet.
For more information, contact us on 021 444
7352/3.

Mrs Cape Town 2016, Melissa de Jager, together with the Edgemead Village Educare, supported
the National Tekkie Tax 2017 drive on Friday 26th May 2017, to raise funds for charity.

Photo credit: Lauren Cher Lifestyle Photography
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WATER CRISIS CONTINUES UNABATED

With the drought unbroken, Cape Town is
parched. At the time of going to print, dam
levels are approximately 21% - and with
the last 10% being essentially unusable, as
it is extremely difficult to access, the real
figure is closer to 11%. To put these figures
into context, the following graph extracted
from the City of Cape Town’s water report
shows that dams are far emptier than they
were last year, but also reveals another
disturbing trend: total dam storage levels
have fallen year-on-year since 2013, with
a significant drop in rainfall levels since the
winter of 2015.
The water reduction target of 600Ml per
day was exceeded by 118Ml in the days
leading up to the above report i.e. 20% more
water is used than the target. From this it is
clear that in the growing metropolitan area,
demand has been outstripping supply since
2015. Coupled with an increase in El Nino
activity (which climate scientists tentatively
indicate will continue to increase as a result
of long-term global climate change), this
demand-supply imbalance has resulted in
the dire situation that faces Capetonians
today.
With the dam levels as they are, at 100
600 megalitres, assuming no rain and that
evaporation and water use remain constant,
Cape Town has approximately 93 days of
water left from 20th May. By the time you
read this, we will have about 81 days left.
With the current policy focused purely
on demand management, such as
implementing pressure management below
20%, intermittent supply (water-shedding)
below 15% and a ‘lifeline water supply’
(very restricted water availability) beyond
that, the City hopes to eke as much life as
possible from the current reserves. Should
the water levels fall to a critical level, says
Mayor Patricia de Lille, “we are going to
have to cut the water off for long hours like
with load shedding.”
Although the climate-related causes
and effects of this water shortage are

understood, the situation still begs two
important questions:
(i) Why has one of South Africa’s most
important
metropolitan
areas,
a city that is meant to compete
internationally, reached the point
where it has almost run out of water?
(ii) Why did the City of Cape Town not
start implementing water supply
supplementation projects from at least
as early as 2015 instead of waiting until
the water situation had reached critical
levels? and
(iii) Will the City’s approach to water
management turn out to be too little,
too late?
The City of Cape Town detailed their
response to the water crisis with the
following (adapted):
IDEAS
On 19 June 2017 the City of Cape Town
formally posted a Request for Ideas for
proposed solutions that will enable the
City to establish several small, intermediate
and possibly even large plants to supply
drinking water.
These plants could use reverse osmosis,
desalination, or similar technology from
sea water, other surface water sources
or treated run-off. The City is looking
for solutions that can produce between
100 million litres and 500 million litres
of potable water per day. The first plants
would be available for production towards
the end of August 2017. These plants to
be operational for at least six months, but
might be in operation for a longer period of
time.
The budget required to ensure a short to
medium-term solution (i.e. measures to be
implemented before June 2018), including
a desalination component, is between
R863,2 million and R1,94 billion.
We cannot bank on there being sufficient
rain in the remainder of winter to break
the drought. It will take at least three
consecutive winters of above-average

Theewaterskloof dam stands empty
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rainfall to make a real difference to the
availability of surface water.
DEMAND V DROUGHT
It is important to differentiate the current
supply constraints under extreme drought
conditions, which require imposition
of water restrictions, from constraints
caused by the inability of a water supply
system to meet demands under normal
climatic conditions. Prior to the onset of
the drought, the City was using water well
under its registered allocation.
Despite our population growth almost
doubling since 1996, our water demand
has remained relatively flat. The City,
as early as 2000, started implementing
aggressive
pressure
management
technology, infrastructure maintenance,
and public education initiatives to
drive Water Conservation and Water
Demand Management. This strategy was
internationally recognised for its success at
the 2015 C40 Cities Awards in Paris where
it was acknowledged as the best in the
world in terms of preparing the City for the
possible challenges of climate change.
87 litres - As part of Level 4b water
restrictions, the City requires all water
users to use less than 87 litres of water per
person per day in total.
Last week, however, the City issued a
directive to warn excessive users that noncompliance will result in the installation
of water management devices on their
premises. Engagements will continue with
excessive users and letters will be sent to
them soon. “Where they cannot reasonably
explain the need for the excessive use,
in accordance with Level 4b restrictions
we will restrict the water flowing to their
property.”
This is part of the City’s ongoing proactive
drought management interventions, along
with increasing its large-scale pressure
reduction programmes across Cape Town
to force down consumption.
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BOOK REVIEWS by Pam Gillbee

Non Fiction
A STREET CAT NAMED BOB
by James Bowen
When James Bowen found an injured, ginger street cat curled up in the
hallway of his sheltered accommodation, he had no idea just how much
his life was about
to change. James
was living hand
to mouth on the
streets of London
and the last thing he
needed was a pet. A
Street Cat Named
Bob is a moving
and uplifting story,
whether you are
an animal lover or
not.
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EDGEMEAD NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH

Residents will know
full well by now of
how proud we are
of the phenomenal
relationship
ENW
enjoys with all crime
fighting role players
in and around our
precinct. Just as the
criminals have upped their game to an almost
professional level, so too does it behove us
as neighbourhood watches to also approach
our mandate in a professional manner, and
one of the critical areas is building a working
relationship with all role players involved in
the ongoing fight against crime.
We can no longer work in isolated silos and
expect to win this battle against the criminals.
I mention this once again because one of the
Bothasig Precinct’s joint ventures is about to go
on line. I wrote in the last edition of Edgemead
News that work had commenced on setting up
the Joint Operations Room. It was envisaged
that this Room would go live towards the end
of the year as funds allowed. However, such
has been the drive, enthusiasm and indeed
generosity of all the neighbourhood watch
members that the Operations Room is now
kitted out and ready to start operating. The
first live test run will be our “Blue Light Joint
Operation” in support of Mandela Day on
Tuesday 18 July from 19h00. The Operations
Room will soon be linked to all emergency
services and will be a boon to the whole
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community in terms of safety and security.
Along with the LPR Camera project, we
are indeed becoming a very professionally
equipped precinct. More exciting news about
the LPR project appears elsewhere in this issue
of Edgemead News, and there is also a public
meeting on the 02 August which I urge all
residents and businesses in the area to attend.
The latest crime trend to hit our area, and
indeed virtually all our surrounding suburbs,
is the theft of motor car wheels. The best
solution is to park in a garage or behind locked
gates but, what with multiple car families and
a myriad of other reasons, this is obviously
not always an available option. We therefore
recommend that cars parked outside be
parked in well lit areas away from any shrubs
or objects that may provide cover for thieves.
I know we have to conserve electricity, but
no one will begrudge residents leaving on an
energy saving light overnight to prevent their
vehicle from being tampered with.
From CCTV footage seen from a neighbouring
suburb, it appears that these gangs are
dropped off in the suburb in the early hours
of the morning between the hours of 01h00 –
05h00 and then scout around for their loot, i.e.
your car wheels. At that time of the morning it
is extremely quiet, which gives these criminals
plenty of warning when a vehicle is patrolling in
the area as the engine noise and headlights are
a dead giveaway - the criminals simply scuttle
to the darker corners of the driveway and hide
until the vehicle has passed by. This is why
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an outside light is a good
deterrent.
While not being 100%
foolproof, locking wheel
nuts might act as enough
of a deterrent to cause the thieves to seek
an alternative target. SAPS, Security Companies
and the three Neighbourhood Watches are
actively working together to formulate strategies
to apprehend these criminals. We request all
residents to phone SAPS to report any suspicious
activity or vehicles especially between the
aforementioned hours. Above all, do not go
outside to investigate any noises. Leave that to
SAPS or your armed response company.
Stay safe, stay alert and report any suspicious
activity to SAPS.

Mark Richards

Chairman Edgemead Neighbourhood Watch
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SPENDING vs. SAVINGS MINDSET

July is savings month, yet many South Africans are
severely over-indebted, and cannot even start to
think about savings. To understand why we aren’t
saving, let’s look at why we are spending.
Exposure to social media and marketing has
cultivated a ‘wanting’ mindset. We want all the latest
brands, want to be seen at the trendiest hangouts,
and want the latest technology etc. Why?
Because, as humans, we want to feel good and to
avoid pain or suffering. That drives our behaviour
to fulfil our needs, but our basic needs are to eat,
breathe and sleep etc, and not the latest version of
our cell phone, yet we feel we absolutely need to
have it. When we satisfy that need, our brains release
a basic feel-good hormone called dopamine. We feel
so elated when we spend money on something nice,
that we won’t really stop spending until the wheels
fall off.
To start saving, you have to change your mindset
and this will only happen if you make the firm decision
to start saving. You might have to make some lifestyle
changes, but if you dedicate your actions towards
saving, it won’t be so difficult.
Write down why you are saving or find some
pictures of what you want to achieve and put it
where you can be reminded daily of what you are
working towards. You have to train your mind to
become excited at the prospect of cash in the bank,
rather than being cash-strapped. It is very important
to know WHY you are saving, otherwise you will not
be motivated to do it.
To start saving, firstly assess your current financial
situation, stop making debt, look at where you are
wasting money, and see where you can cut costs.
Classic examples are:
• Plan meals in advance, make a shopping list, and
stick to it - impulse buys can add up to a lot of
money. If you feel you are not disciplined enough,
try online shopping. It’s easier to stick to your list,
and to see your total amount due with every item,
reducing the risk of overspending. Also, don’t go
shopping hungry, and rather do your shopping
alone.
• Assess whether what you are buying is a want or a
need. If you can live without it, don’t buy it.
• Scrutinise your banking fees, compare the cost of
drawing cash vs swiping your card, and always go
for the cheaper option.
• Sticking to your budget is imperative if you want
to become financially successful, and will help you
develop the right financial mindset.
• Take-out or convenience foods are very expensive.
If it comes ready made in a box, don’t buy it.
• And remember, don’t spend your savings… Save
your savings.
Once you’ve cut down on your expenditure, revisit
your budget, and then decide how much you want
to save every month. And make savings the first
thing on your budget! Put your savings away first, if
possible by an automated payment from your bank
account, then pay everything else and forget about
your savings.
At first this will not be easy because you are
training your mind and learning new behaviours. The
only way to create new habits is through repetition,
and it doesn’t come overnight. Be easy on yourself,
follow these steps diligently, and consciously live by a
savings mindset - then watch your savings grow.
Michéle Steyn, Success Coach, 082 041 3917
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LIONS CLUB DE GRENDEL 44 YEARS
OF SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY
The Lions Club De Grendel celebrated
its 44th anniversary on 29 May 2017.
This voluntary service of the members
has benefitted not only local residents,
but also those residing in the Cape
Peninsula and other areas in the
Republic of South Africa.
Our club continues this legacy
with the food collection and delivery
projects, whereby food is collected 26
days monthly, made up into food parcels
valued at R100 each. The 13,000 meals
per annum amount to approximately
R1.3 million.
Our responsibilities will ensure that
future generations can view the club
with respect and gratitude, and be
proud to be associated with the club.
Our 2017-2018 club focus will
encapsulate activities for the youth,
vision, hunger and environment. Whilst
the first three goals are pretty evident,
the Lions environment project needs to
be advertised to the public.
1)		Regular open space, beach and
residential clean-ups are organised
with our school partners.
2)		Recycling.
3)		Assisting the country’s droughtstricken areas.
4)		Preserving endangered wildlife
species e.g. rhinos, bees, etc.
5)		Greening areas with trees; facilitating
community vegetable gardens.
6)		Developing and caring for nature
trails.
7)		Promoting nature photographic
competitions.
You and your family are able to assist,
bringing much relief to the needy, by
donating items no longer required such
as clothing, blankets, shoes, books,
toys and even furnishings and electrical
items, etc. We will put these items
to the best possible use. Hospitals,

libraries, schools and shelters will
benefit from your generosity.
NOTE:
Lions are a registered welfare
organisation, and every club is audited
annually to ensure that every cent
collected is accounted for to the
Receiver of Revenue and returned back
to the public in some form or another.
Lions clubs do not have any political or
religious affiliations, and are open to
members of all races.
Lions clubs were founded 100
years ago, and this is a worldwide
organisation as well as the world’s
largest service organisation with over
46 000 clubs, and 1.4 million members
residing in 200 countries.
We at De Grendel support local Safe
Houses, families in need, orphanages
and schools. We assist the deaf and
visually impaired, conduct regular
health screening at shopping centres,
and supply medications, resources and
equipment if necessary.
We support the youth and elderly
by providing entertainment, outings
and education to uplift these valuable
society members.
We invite you to contact our
members listed below should you
require additional information. Your
enquiries are welcomed.
CLUB CONTACT DETAILS
Malcolm McCullum
(Public Relations Officer)
082 977 2737
Donations Contact: Janet Hayes
072 567 3929
janethayes49@gmail.com
Club Information: Patrick Pillay
078 797 3283
pillay.patrick405@gmail.com
Club Secretary: Lianne (messages only)
stuppelfamily@iafrica.com

Master

Dr. Jason Liepner, D.C. Practitioner

Real Estate

Chiropractic: a health profession specialising in the diagnosis, treatment and
prevention of various disorders related to the muscles, skeletonPrincipal
and nervous
Member
of
system of the body. Using a drug-free philosophy and numerous
treatment
methods, below are just some of the conditions chiropractic can Rebosa
treat.
Member of
• Migraines
• numbness in the
arms/legs
Institute of
• Limited movement of neck/back/hips/shoulders • muscle spasmEstate Agents
• Back/neck pain
• work and sport
related
injuries
Cape
Business
• Pain relief associated with conditions such as Fibromyalgia, Sciatica and Scoliosis

Dr. Jason Liepner

021 559 8417

www.edgemeadchiropractor.co.za
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EDGEMEAD FOOTBALL CLUB

By Kevin Robinso
The football season severe water restrictions that have
is just over half way been placed upon us. The Club has
for the seniors and been trying to raise funds to have a
almost half way for bore hole installed at our fields to
the juniors. Our premier league team help with the severe water shortage.
is currently 2nd on the league and well
We are having a fund raising event
placed for the run in of games for the next month, Barry Hilton will once
next half of the season. The Premier again be joining us for a night of
reserve team is in a similar position, just comedy! Make sure to book tickets
one place off the top spot!
quickly as they are selling fast!
We have been restricted with training
Sunday 27 August is the date for
and matches so far this year due to the our annual fund raising golf day and
this year we have changed
the venue to the stunning
Milnerton course. If you
are interested in entering
a 4 ball or sponsoring
prizes then please drop
Kevin Robinson an e-mail
at:
kevinrobinson@
vodamail.co.za
For those of you who
use Facebook, be sure to you can be kept up to date with fixtures,
check out the Edgemead FC results and events happening on our fields.
Supporters Club page where Attached are a few action shots of our
Premier
EDGEMEAD BOWLS CLUB
teams in
their new
NEWS AND VIEWS
Umbro
By Colin Gray.
kit kindly
sponsored
The season is almost over but we had the
honour and privilege of competing in our by
by KULU
now annual joust between Edgemead and
Motors in
the Milnerton Bowls clubs.
Rugby, Many
What started out as a stop gap filler is now a part of our
thanks to
competitions programme and is known as “The Mid Week
Anton Welch
Classic.” Every alternate match is played either in Edgemead
and his team
or Milnerton. Only one Wednesday event was cancelled
- please
because of rain (remember the storm on Wednesday 7
support his
June)!!
dealership
Teams from various clubs in the Peninsula took part and
when you
after 6 weeks of intense but friendly bowls the competition
are looking
ended. In the prize giving ceremony, an Edgemead team
for a good
skipped by Lionel Verwey resoundly won the A section,
used vehicle.
and a team lead by Rolly Maggot from Durbanville won the
B section. This event is essentially a feel good and friendly
competition and many comments were received as to how
people are looking forward to next year’s bash!
Our very own National Champions Anita Groenewald
and Silvia Burns won the Ladies Pairs of the SA National
Championships, and Anita and Ingrid ten Doeschate did well
by winning the W/P Ladies Pairs tournament 29-13 on the
8th July held at the Glen Country Club. Our club seems to be
blessed with really good bowlers!
We celebrated our annual Christmas in July with a dinner
dance supported by our local in-house band “Free Wheel”
and the weather played fair by not pouring down as we used
to expect at this time of year.
So you can see that being a bowler is not just about playing
bowls but about enjoying the spirit of goodwill inherent at
our club.
Give our President Graeme Kemp a buzz on 078 792 8438 if
you would like more info as regards Bowls and our Edgemead
Club etc.
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WIMBLEDON DAY
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By Christine Rossouw

It was another awesome day of tennis to celebrate WIMBLEDON
at Edgemead Tennis Club on Saturday 8th July!
The weather played along, and we had a record entry of players,
all dressed in their whites - well, a few didn`t and had to pay a
fine! There were decorations and food to go with the Wimbledon
theme, with fresh strawberries and cream being served, as is
tradition, along with cake and English tea in fine China. The famous
Wimbledon drink, Pimms, was also sold.
Five hours later, a prizegiving was held with prizes going to Best
Dressed and to the winners of each section. A great day was had
by all! Thank you to everyone who attended and supported the club - see you all soon
back on the courts!
Please check our website (www.edgemeadtennis.za.net) for more photographs and
any details you require about the club.

Self-catering
Accommodation
Homely Environment & Warm Hospitality

Units with separate entrances
& off street parking

Heather 021 559 1434 073 471 1083
www.gypsyscorner.co.za
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24
HOURS

Monitoring
&

Armed Response

KEEPING YOU SAFE !!!

0861 627 000

www.swartsecurity.co.za

BHF Practice No: 0270881

EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SERVICE

We accept ALL Medical Aids

EMERGENCY:

0861 628 000
We offer:
•
•
•
•
•
•

MASTT

First Aid Courses
Basic Fire Fighting Courses
Health & Safety Courses
Security Officer Courses
SAQA Unit Standards
and more...

Department of Labour & SETA Accredited

www.mastt.co.za
info@mastt.co.za
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